
Frances Lamberts, 113 Ridge Lane, Jonesborough, TN 37659-5800', 
January 7, 2000 

•~T JAM":: - 0 11 P...  
Secretary of the Commission .  
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission DOCKET NUMBE
Washington, DC 20555-0001 PETmON RULE RM -, 

.Dear Secretary: 

I have had concerns about nuclear. pwer-plant safety for a long time, as the enclosed letter 
in a local newspaper indicates. Believing as I do, that energy generation from renewable.  
.sources has many advantages over energy from other sources, I nonetheless realize that 
nuclear generation does and will play a part in our energy system. Strengthening safety
enhancing measures at nuclear plants is an important public issue which your Agency must 
continually evaluate and address.  

I understand that you, are -considering issuance of two relevant rules, one pertaining to 
managerial staff training on employee legal protection if workers raise safety concerns, and 
one pertaining to enforcement of limitations on line-staff working hours.  

.I strongly support such regulation and urge its need in light of both past safety. failures at 
plants and of likelihood of economic/competitive pressures on power producers. under 
anticipated deregulati6noof the electricity industry. As in inany industries, these pressures 
may encourage work force, reductions, and demands for longer hours by workers. The 
public-safety issue from worker fatigue under excessively long work shifts is clear.  

I urge that the new regulations assure short enough shifts to prevent worker fatigue, which 
could impair their performance. The work shift limitation should be effective when plants 
are operating, as well as when shut down for safety testing and equipment repair. During 
the latter tasks and times it would seem especially important that worker alertness and 
physical ability for maximally effective work be safeguarded.  

It is of vital importance to the public that any on-line workers who note and report safety 
issues be fully protected from intimidation or other, untoward pressures or consequences.  
Requirement of training for managerial staff on the relevant legal issues and responsibilities 
should be included in the new regulation. Such training should be as commonplace as 
workforce training on discriminatory practices. In public or industrial work settings, 
ignorance of the legal foundations in such areas does not protect employees from 
consequences of illegal acts. Neither should it in the nuclear industry.  

Thank you for considering my comments. In hope of strong new regulations to enhance 

public confidence in nuclear power-plant safety, 

Sincerely, 

Enclosure 
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